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Business enterprises progressively exploit artificial intelligence techniques to make significant decisions for humans. YouTube, Amazon, Google, and Facebook customize what users see. Uber and Lyft algorithmically match passengers with drivers and set prices. Tesla’s Advanced driver-assistance systems aid with steering and braking for drivers. Although each of these examples comprises its own complicated technology, they share a core: a data-trained set of decision rules (often called “machine learning”) that implement a decision with little or no human intermediation. Such features raise various ethical issues and managerial responsibilities. Amazon used AI to recruit new employees and shut it down after it recognized that the machine showed bias against women. Microsoft had to stop its first AI-based twitter-bot, Tay, immediately after the chatbot tweeted racist and misogynist tweets. Tesla vehicles have caused deaths but the black box technology does not allow us to understand whether it was an accident or an incident. This call seeks papers that examine ethical issues in using AI techniques, broadly defined, in business.

Possible Themes and Topics

Value alignment
Artificial intelligence (AI) is an attempt to imitate human intelligence. AI has imitated much of human intelligence, especially, calculative and strategic intelligence (e.g., AlphaGo’s victory over human champions). As highly developed AI technologies are rapidly adopted for automating decisions, societal worries about the compatibility of AI and human values are growing. As a response, researchers have examined how to imitate moral intelligence as well as calculative and strategic intelligence. Such attempts are lumped under the broader term, “value alignment.” Given that a unique element of human intelligence is moral intelligence---a capability to make an ethical decision--the attempt to imitate moral promises to bring AI to another, higher level.

Algorithmic fairness
Intense interest in fairness in AI systems has led to a proliferation of statistical fairness metrics and remedies for discrimination and bias.¹ By one account, there are 20-plus concepts of fairness in the literature. Statistical measures are a legitimate and useful approach, but the many notions of statistical fairness are often mutually contradictory and typically lack clear normative justification. Ethicists can significantly contribute to this field by critically engaging with the literature and developing normatively rigorous frameworks.

Autonomy

¹ See, for instance, papers published by ACM FAT (Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency), https://fatconference.org.
As companies and governments race to develop autonomous systems, such as self-driving vehicles, robotic caregivers and autonomous weapons, we worry about losing control of our machines. We imagine an autonomous agent to be one that makes its own decisions, free of external constraints, including ethical constraints. Consequently, we fear that autonomous machines will become oblivious to our interests. But, is such a machine really autonomous? Alan Donagan (1994) once pointed out, “The notion that an autonomous being is one having the power to do as it likes is a vulgarity” (225). What is its connection to ethics? Which definition of autonomy is most appropriate to design autonomous machines?

**Humanizing the workplace in the age of AI**
How can the goal of humanizing business be reconciled with the growing presence of artificial intelligence in the workplace? How should human workers relate to AI-powered robots? Is it perverse for humans to develop affective relationships with humanoids? Is it even possible to humanize business-without-humans in the age of AI? If residents of a nursing home form an emotional relationship with a robot that manages Bingo games, one might see this as worrisome or a natural development. If a human boss converses with a smart humanoid one moment and kicks it the next, one might say, “That’s fine, it’s like kicking a chair,” or find it morally problematic. If a company’s robots form a stakeholder group and demand that their interests be considered, one might dismiss them or take them seriously. A similar dilemma arises if an AI system demands membership on the board of directors. If teaching good behavior to machines becomes easier than teaching it to humans, one might strive to include more machines in the workplace, or see this as a dehumanizing move.

**Explainable AI**
Classification and recommendation AIs or algorithms provide predictions to an expert user, such as investment banker (“Buy”), a medical doctor (“Cancer”), or lawyer (“Guilty”). These AI systems give the most probable classification, but rarely with a rationale or explanation. This lack of justification by the algorithm can lead to a significant loss of trust by the expert users, as well as those who are impacted by the subsequent actions (e.g., investors, clients, S.E.C, etc.). The critical need for explanations and justifications by AI systems has led to calls for algorithmic transparency, including the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that requires many companies to provide an ex post “meaningful” explanation to involved parties (e.g., users, customers, or employees). In response, a growing number of researchers are developing explainable AI (XAI) and different researchers use different ideas of what an explanation is. For example, 11 U.S. research groups, funded by DARPA, are currently developing XAI in different manners. This raises a normative question: How can we know which model of XAI is good or better/worse than others? To answer this, we need a “goodness” criteria.

**Moral status of AI**
It is undeniable that AI is a moral subject, but is it a moral agent? Traditionally, moral agency has been attributed to living beings endowed with a certain degree of rationality and freedom. How applicable is this to AI? To what extent would the recognition of AI agency warrant the reframing of ethics? Are there parallels between AI agency and corporate agency from the legal, moral, and psychological perspectives?
Technological unemployment

Robots are coming to take over human jobs. The Economic Report of the President to the Congress (2018) predicts the median probability of robots taking over the lowest-paid jobs in the coming decades is 83 percent and of taking American jobs overall is 62 percent. It has been argued that while technological innovation will create more jobs, most of these jobs will be taken by machines because they can learn skills for newly created jobs way faster than humans. Public discussions about future of work tend to focus on the economic sustenance of displaced workers. Nonetheless, it is another important question whether the future with basic income or something similar would be a fulfilling structure for those who lack work opportunities.
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Please submit your proposals to aiinbusiness.sbee2020@gmail.com AND upload them to the ISBEE website (www.isbee.org) indicating “Track_Wan_Ferrero_Sison_22”.

The following details apply for both abstracts and full papers:

Electronic submission only. The text of all abstracts/papers must be double spaced. Abstracts should be 500-1,500 words. Full papers should not exceed 6,000 words. Abstracts/papers must have all these elements in order: Title / Summary / Keyword list / Body / References / Endnotes (if any). Please ensure you carefully adhere to all the guidelines for authors of Business and Society.

The accepted abstracts may be available on the Congress website, which can be accessed through ISBEE website, www.isbee.org.

A selection of papers presented at the Congress may be published in ISBEE-branded publications (an edited volume in the Humanistic Management Series of Routledge and a journal special edition).

Timeline
- November 30, 2019: Deadline for abstract submissions (500-1500 words)
- January 15, 2020: Confirmation of acceptance to present at the ISBEE World Congress
- May 15, 2020: Full paper submission
- July 15-18, 2020: Seventh ISBEE World Congress